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Abstract
Geologic characterization of evaporite deposits as potentialhost rocks for burial of radioactive waste
mustinclude hydrogeologicinvestigations at both localand regionalscales. ThePalo Duro andDalhart
Basins of Texas contain candidate salt deposits that are underlain by shelf carbonates and fan-delta
sandstones.Thesebasinsareancient intracratonic elementsexhibitingregionaleastward flowinthedeep
brine aquifers. Pressures in these aquifers are "subnormal";however, the major component of flow
appears to be parallel tobedding, owing to thelow permeability of the overlyingevaporite strata in the
central part of the basin.
Salinity values computed from geophysical logs or obtained from chemical analyses indicate only
small aberrations from a regionalaveragesalinity for brines incarbonate rocks andsandstones ofLate
Pennsylvanian and Early Permian age. Brine composition is derivedby reaction with the host rock,
obtaining salinity primarily from evaporite facies and, at present, apparently follows the calcite phase
boundary.Brines mayalso be nearequilibrium withanhydrite except inregionswhere sulfatereduction
has generated hydrogen sulfide. Evidence of ion exchange is tenuous; however, clastic sediments
predominate in the western part of the basin,earlyin the flow path, anda significant reduction in the
molar ratio of sodium to chlorideis observed inmanysamples.Substantialoutgassingofcarbon dioxide
(CO2) and oxidation of ferrous iron appear to have occurred as the samples were collected by industry
during wildcatdrilling.Mass transfer computerprograms havebeenusedto determine themost probable
in situbrine composition. Support for the validity of the computed equilibrium state is the correlation
between the values of partial pressure of carbon dioxide (Pco2) calculated for the brines and the Pco2
observed inadjacent natural gas reservoirs.
Keywords:aquifers, computer modeling,drill-stem-test analysis,EarlyPermian,geochemistry,hydrogeology,Late
Pennsylvanian,nuclear waste,PaloDuro Basin,PermianBasin, Texas
Introduction
Locatingand characterizinggeologic sites for
burial ofhigh-levelcommercial radioactive waste
entails amultidisciplinary approach.TheBureau
of Economic Geology (BEG) of TheUniversity of
TexasatAustinisresponsiblefor investigatingall
aspects of the geology and hydrology of the Palo
Duro andDalhartBasinsofTexas.Theresults will
be used by theU.S.DepartmentofEnergy(DOE)
to determine if these basins are suitable for
disposal of nuclear waste in Permian salt
formations. Predictions of the long-termbehavior
of amined geologicnuclear waste repository will
be based on knowledge of the ground-water
hydrology of the environment surrounding the
proposedsite. Transportationby ground water is
by far the most likely mechanism by which
radionuclides could reach the biosphere from an
underground repository. The physical and
hydrologic framework of theregion is established
by integrating the results of studies in
stratigraphy, structure, economic resources,
surface processes,geochemistry, and hydrology.
Recently the hydrogeology of deep, saline
aquifers has received increased attention from
researchers investigating a variety of topics,
including petroleum migration and entrapment,
disposalof liquidwastes,desalinization,originsof
oil field brines, and regional fluid flow.
Consequently, a number of benchmark papers
describe regionalhydrogeologic systems, suchas
the investigation of the San Juan Basin (Berry,
1958), the Permian Basin (McNeal, 1965), the
Paradox Basin (Hanshaw and Hill, 1969), the
Western Canada sedimentary basin (Hitchon,
1969a,b;HitchonandHayes,1971;Toth,1978),the
Australian Surat Basin (Hitchon and Hayes,
1971), and the Illinois Basin (Bond, 1972).
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Geochemical studies such as those by Hitchon
(1963a, b, c), White (1965), Clayton and others
(1966), Rittenhouse (1967), Carpenter and Miller
(1969), Collins (1975), and Carpenter (1978) have
beenpivotalindescribingwater/rock interactions
indeep formation brines.
Emerging from many of these studies is the
concept that the potential distribution, and
therefore flow, inmature compacted basins may
be significantly determined by the surface
topography andresultantconfigurationof the top
of thesaturatedzone(Toth,1978).This conclusion
indicates that strata usually considered to be
impermeable may actually permit vertical and
cross-formational flow sufficient to transmit fluid
pressure from shallow to much deeper flow
systems.Thesestudiesalsosuggestthatbrines are
actively reacting with host rocks insedimentary
basins. Depending on the nature of the basin fill
(for example, whether the fill is evaporite,
carbonate, or clastic), the host rock actively
modifies the composition of the brine as itmoves
along the flow path.
Hydrologicinterpretationof thePalo Duroand
DalhartBasins is limitedbythesame constraints
that qualify these basins as potential repository
sites,specifically, thelow welldensityand thelow
resource potential. Petroleum exploration
activities provide the primary,ifnot theexclusive,
source of pressure measurements for the deep
aquifers,as wellas thechemicaldeterminationsof
formation brines.
Exploration for hydrocarbonsin thePaloDuro
and Dalhart Basins historically has been
nonproductive; consequently, the amount of
subsurface data is severely limited. Hydrologic
conclusions are drawnbothfrom wildcatwelldata
available for the basins of interest and from
information obtained from the basinmarginsand
adjacentbasins that are petroliferous.Thisreport
describes the first phases in a regional study of
deep ground-water hydraulics and dominant
geological constraints on brine compositions.
Particular emphasis is placed on the Wolfcamp
carbonate aquifers of Early Permian age.
Information derived from these and other
geological investigations is being further refined
with data from additional drilling and will be
presented elsewhere (Bassett and Bentley, in
press).Nevertheless,preliminarycharacterization
is needed now to evaluate these basins as
candidates for waste isolation. The Palo Duro
Basin is the focus of this investigation. Detailed
discussionof theDalhart Basinis deferred owing
to the sparse data base and the fact that the




intracratonic basins,two of theseveral subbasins
composing the larger Permian Basin. The Palo
Duro Basin is asymmetrical; the greatest
thickness of sediment (about 10,000 ft [3,050 m])
occurs justnorth of theMatador Arch(fig.1).The
extreme hydrologic inhomogeneity of thebasins
results from long-lived cycles ofdifferent stylesof
sedimentation. Relatively permeable formations
are vertically separated by a thick interval of
middle and Upper Permian evaporites and fine-
grained red beds that effectively divides the
sedimentarysequenceinto deepand shallow flow
systems.
The relation between stratigraphic and
hydrogeologic divisions (To'th, 1978) is shown in
table 1. The hydrogeologic elements were
designated according to their relative water-
conducting or water-retardingcharacter. Several
of the hydrogeologic elements are composed of
generally permeable lithologies (sandstone,
dolomite) interbedded withmudstone;inthis case
the appellation of "aquifer" or "aquitard" was
based on the properties of the more permeable
strata. For this report, hydrogeologic units (table
1) are composed of one or more of the
hydrogeologicelements.Thus, theunits represent
assemblages of vertically contiguous strata that
have different primary lithologies but the same
general hydraulic properties. The permeabilities
shownin table1arerepresentativevalues derived
from the literature or determined in this studyby
analysis of drill-stem tests.
The apparent upper stratigraphic limit of the
deep-basinbrine aquifers coincides withthetopof
the Wolfcamp (LowerPermian) dolomite (table 1).
Most of the pre-Leonardian deep-basin brine
aquifer is composed of open-marine platform
carbonatesandfluvial-deltaic arkosic sandstones
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Figure 1. Locationof study areaandcross sections (see figs.5 and8). Structural elementsof the TexasPanhandle
from Nicholson (1960).
(granite wash) interbedded with mudstone. No
major lithic change marks the Pennsylvanian-
Permian boundary; throughout this time the
nature and location of different depositional
environments was strongly influenced by
syndepositional tectonism that was actively
shaping the basin. The distribution of sandstone
aquifers was controlled by erosion of faulted
granitic and gabbroic Precambrian basement
highlands that formed the basin boundaries
(figs. 1and 2).Fan-delta sandstonesemanatefrom
major sediment-source areas suchas theAmarillo
Uplift to the north and the Oldham Nose and
Sierra GrandeUplift to thenorthwest (figs.1and
3). Other deltaic deposits extend into the basin
from the northeast; those were supplied by
sediments eroded in the Wichita Mountains of
Oklahoma (Handford and Dutton, 1980).
Basinward from these peripheralsandstones and
intertonguing withthem areshelf carbonates that
themselves grade basinward into thicker, more
vertically persistentshelf-edge carbonatebuildups
that bordered the central basin (figs.2 and 4).As
subsidence diminished in late Wolfcamp time,
shelf-margincarbonates hadprogradedacross the
mud-filled centralbasin to form abasinwide shelf-
carbonate system (fig. 2). Wolfcamp carbonates
were eventually deposited over the previously
emergent arches and uplifts that mark the
boundaries of the basin.
Although tectonic controls producedirregular
sedimentationpatterns andlaterallithic changes,
the deep-basin brine aquifer (table 1) exhibits




permeabilities (for further discussion, seep. 10);
therefore all pre-Leonardian formations were
grouped together into asingle hydrogeologic unit
for this preliminaryregional analysis.
Middle and Upper Permian strata consist
almost entirely ofhalite,anhydrite,dolomite,and
fine-grained siliciclastic red beds, which grade
southward into shallow-marine carbonates inthe
Midland Basin (Dutton and others, 1979).
Together these formations compose the evaporite
aquitard (table 1).
Overlying thePermianevaporitesandredbeds
are the fluvial,deltaic, andlacustrine deposits of
theTriassic Dockum Group andalluvial deposits
of the TertiaryOgallala Formation(fig.5; table 1).
The Dockum Group records the final stages of
filling of the Permian Basin (McGowen and
others, 1979). Hydrogeologic information on
Dockumsandstonesis limited;wellsover thebasin
tapping these beds have low specific capacities
andproduce waters that range widelyinsalinity.
Incontrast,potableground water inthe overlying
Ogallala aquifer has been heavily pumped for
agricultural, industrial, and domestic purposes.
The Ogallala is an extensive alluvial apron of
sand,gravel,andclay thatextends eastward from
the Rocky Mountains in the form of coalescing
alluvial fan lobes (Seni, 1980). The upperpart of
theOgallala Formationis cemented withcalcium
carbonate or "caliche" that forms the resistant
"caprock" rim of the Caprock Escarpment along
the eastern boundary of the High Plains (fig.5).
Shallow,fresh ground waters generallymove
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Figure 2. East-west cross section showing stratigraphic framework and depositional systems of Pennsylvanian-Lower Permian strata. Datum is top of Wolfcampian Series. Well logs are gamma ray (GR), spontaneous potential (SP),and resistivity (Res). Depths are in feet. See figure 1 for location (from Handford and Dutton, 1980).
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Figure 3. Net-sandstone map of Wolfcampian Series (fromDutton and others,1979).
7
Figure 4. Percent carbonate map ofLower Permian Wolfcamp strata.Position of the shelf margin is shown by
dashedline (from Handford,1980).
8
Figure 5. Regional east-west cross section illustrating spatial relations among the major depositional systems in thePalo Duro Basin.
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structuraland topographicdip (CroninandWells,
1960; Cronin, 1961; Gutentag and Weeks, 1980;
Weeks and Gutentag,1981; TexasDepartmentof
Water Resources, in press). Some of this water
discharges as springs along the Caprock Escarp-
ment (fig. 5). The middle and Upper Permian
evaporite aquitard beds crop out east of the
Caprock Escarpmentin theRollingPlainsregion,
andhere the weathered sediments yieldmoderate
supplies of water for agriculture. In thisRolling
Plains area, dissolution of halite and resultant
collapse and disturbance of bedding have en-
hanced thepermeabilityandporosityofoverlying
beds (Gustavson and others,1980a).Salt dissolu-
tion,however,hasled toformation ofsaline seeps
and springs along eastward-draining stream
courses, degrading the quality of surface waters
for tens of miles downstream (Allen and others,




Studies of deep, saline waters typically must
rely on amore limited data base than do similar
studies of shallow, more extensively developed
aquifers because fewer wells are drilled to these
depths and because hydraulic measurements are
more difficult to obtain. The data used in this
study came almost exclusively from the results of
drill-stem tests (DST) conducted in petroleum
wildcat wells, and from bottom-hole pressures
measuredinoilfields. Since there isnopetroleum
production in the central Palo Duro Basin,
accurately measured fluid pressures presumably
approximate natural pre-stress conditions.
Properly conducted drill-stem tests can yield
adequate values of transmissivity, can approxi-
mateequilibriumfluidpressure,and,underappro-
priate conditions, can provide the distance to
aquifer boundaries. During a typical drill-stem
test, a section of the hole is isolated from the
column of drilling mudby packers attached to a
string of drill pipe. A valve is opened and
formation fluid flows through perforations and
into the pipe, typically for 15 minutes to 2 hours.
The valve is closed (the formation is "shut in") to
allow recovery of pressure in the formation. The
time required for substantially complete pressure
recovery is longer if permeability is low or if a
large volume of fluid is removed. Inmany tests,
reported final pressures are too low because of
incomplete recovery owing to insufficient shut-in
time. The calculatedhead, of course, will alsobe
too low under such conditions. ,The trend of
pressure build-up must be extrapolated to
determine true formation-fluid pressure. Other,
sometimes large, deviations from true pressures
are caused by the mechanical and operational
difficulties of drill-stem testing.
The most useful and accurate drill-stem-test
information is obtained from the actual
pressure/time charts recorded downhole. Proper
performance of the test tools can be confirmed by
visual inspectionof thesecharts (Black, 1956);the
valid records can then be analyzed to determine
aquifer characteristics. A few complete pressure/
time charts were available;these wereanalyzedto
determine true formation-fluid pressures by
extrapolation to infinite time and to obtain
representative permeability values.
The pressure/time charts were analyzed
according to methods outlined inMatthews and
Russell (1967) and Earlougher (1977).Mostof the
pressurebuild-updata formedastraightline when
plottedinsemilog form,aspredictedbytheHomer
(1951) method (appendix A). Inmany cases, the
initial shut-in pressure (ISIP) extrapolated from
data from the first shut-in period approximates
the final shut-inpressure(FSIP) from the second
pressurebuild-up.If these twopressuresareequal,
the aquifer tested may be relatively large, or
"infinite acting" (Earlougher, 1977). The two
principal causes of unequal shut-in pressuresare
depressuring (depletion) of a small, isolated
aquifer by fluid removal and supercharging.
Invasion of drilling mud can increase (super-
charge) the pressure around the well bore before
testing,especiallyifformationpressuresaremuch
lower than the pressureexertedby the column of
drilling mud. In the Palo Duro Basin, the fluid
pressures are generally, less than hydrostatic
(subnormal for agivendepth), acondition thatis
conducive to supercharging.Numerous notations
on sample logs of lost circulation ofmud indicate
that the combination of low formation pressures
and high mud weight makes mud invasion
common. A small number of the analyzed drill-
stem tests showed anomalously high pressures
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thatmaybe due to supercharging;however,if the
first flowing period is longer than five minutes,
the supercharged condition is usually rectified.
Depletionresults inlowered pressures.
The number of derivedpermeability values is
small,given the largevolume ofrock in thebasin.
Moreover, the permeability values measured in
any given well are greatly dependent on the
interval chosen for testing; these decisions are
usually based onhydrocarbonshows rather than
on other physical criteria such as high porosity
indicated by electric logs. The most permeable
parts of the deep formations maybe untested.
These data are summarized in appendix A.
Formation-fluid pressures were converted to
an equivalent fresh-water head (specific grav-
ity = 1.0). On the basis of estimates made from
values of total dissolved solids (TDS), specific
gravity of brines in the Palo Duro Basin ranges
from about 1.05 to 1.13. The range of specific
gravities is too small to cancel or to reverse the
apparent directions of the calculated fresh-water
headgradients (Bond, 1972).
The head map for the Wolfcamp aquifer was
constructed principally from more than 400
pressure values reported in commercial digitized
drill-stem-test summaries; 23 extrapolated pres-
sures controlled the accuracy of the general-
ized head contours. Inspection or analysis of
several pressure/time charts of the same drill-
stem tests that reported anomalous pressure
values showed that their rejection was justified.
The most common errors were (1) insufficient
shut-in time, probably owing to very low
permeability, (2) clerical error in reporting
pressuresto thecommercial drill-stem-testservice,
(3) tool failure,or (4) supercharging.Most of the
differences between true and reported pressure
values were small,low-side deviations apparently
caused by slightly insufficient shut-in times.
However, since horizontal pressure gradients in
the Wolfcamp aquiferare greatcomparedwiththe
latter typeof error,thedata quality wassufficient
to determine generalmagnitudes ofpressuresand
of the resultinghorizontal head gradients.
Hydrodynamics
Computed fresh-water hydraulic heads in the
Wolfcamp carbonate aquifer decline from west to
east (fig.6), reflecting the regional topographic
and structural dip away from the Rocky
Mountains. Eastward decline of head values also
occurs inbrines inboth theMidlandBasinsouth
of the study area (McNeal,1965), andin theMid-
continent province to thenorth (Larson, 1971).At
all testpoints inthePalo DuroBasin, theheadsin
aquifers below the Wolfcamp are similar.
Although vertical leakage across aquitards may
be significant owing to the large contact area
between formations, locating where leakagemay
occur is difficult because of low density and
unreliable data. Least-squares analysis of
pressureand depthdatafrom alluncorrected drill-
stem-test reports yielded slopes equivalent to the
pressuregradientinstatic orhorizontally flowing
typical brines (Bentley, 1981). Therefore, the
assumption of predominantly horizontal flow in
the basin appears valid.
The 19 calculated permeability values for
Wolfcamp carbonates ranged from 0.03 to 44 md,
with a mean of 5.3 md and a median of 0.77 md
(appendix A, table A-l).Most values arebetween
0.1 and 10 md (fig. 7), and a value of 2 md was
adopted for estimation of flow velocities. The
Wolfcamp dolomite locally hashigher permeabil-
ity over the Amarillo Uplift in the Panhandle oil
and gas field, where early postdepositional
flushing by meteoric waters produced solution
cavities sufficiently large to cause drill-bit drops
several feet deep (J. Nicholson, personal
communication,1980).
Aside from the regional west-to-east fluid
migration pattern, topography appears to exert
little control on deep-basin circulation. A major
topographic feature in the study area is the
Caprock Escarpment (figs. 5 and 8), which has
over 1,000 ft (305 m) of relief within a few miles.
Head contours (fig. 6) do not correlate with this
feature. Beneath the High Plains (west of the
escarpment), deep-basin fresh-water heads are
approximately 1,200 to 2,200 ft (366 to 671 m)
below land surface, and east of the escarpment,
heads inthe same systemoccur at thelevel of the
landsurface. Itis possible thatpresentconditions
may be transient andthatpressuresatdepthmay
be slowly increasing due to hydraulic conditions
imposed more recently by the younger, shallow
systems.
The Panhandle field gas reservoir is capped
by anhydritic limestone that forms the base of
the overlying evaporite section. Initial fluidpres-
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Figure 6. Hydraulichead map, Wolfcamp aquifer, TexasPanhandle. Head contours interpretedfrom fresh-water
head values calculated from uncorrected shut-inpressures. Low head values (1,000 ft) inthePanhandleoilandgas
field appearto cut across regionaltrends andmay representrelativehydraulicisolationofeastward-drained porous
strata. Well locationsnot shown in the Panhandle field.
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Figure 7. Frequencydistributionof the effectivepermeabilityin Wolfcamp carbonates determinedbyanalysisof19
drill-stem-test charts.Datarangefrom 0.03 to44 md, withameanof 5.3 mdandamedianof 0.77md(see table A-l).
sure everywhere in the Panhandle field was
approximately 435 psi (Rogatz, 1939), which is
about 265 psi lower than in the brine-bearing
rocks immediately adjacent to the field. This
abrupt pressuredifferential is apparently caused
by faults that effectively isolate the reservoir
from laterally adjacent parts of the Wolfcamp
aquifer.
Composition of Deep-Basin Brines
Sources of Chemical Data
Chemical compositions of fluids used in this
investigation were obtained from petroleum
13
Figure 8. Regional east-west section approximately parallel to flow, illustrating the distribution of majorhydro geologic units (table 1) and their corresponding relative permeabilities (k). Flow lines are intended to describeconceptual flow patterns on the basis of head distribution and relative average permeabilities.
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companies and from petroleum information
companies. These analyses are predominantly
from samples that were collected during wildcat
drilling programs.
Brine compositions thatmost nearlyrepresent
the composition of the in situ formation fluidare
from samples collected after a drill-stem test
ended. Most tests of wildcat wells are conducted
primarily to determine the presence of
hydrocarbons and secondarily to determine
reservoir permeability.During therecoverypartof
the test, fluid derived from a packed-off section
passes through perforations in the drill-stem-test
tool and enters the drill stem. The more
sophisticated drill-stem-test tools contain sample
chambers that allow collectionof the lastbrine to
leave the formation and enter the tool. More
commonly, the sample is collected from the last
string of pipe as it is removed from the drill hole
after the test.
Samples of more questionable quality maybe
collected directly from a holding tank of a
producing well or from the borehole by bailing.
Obviously, such samples are collectedunder non-
ideal conditions, and their usefulness for
geochemical interpretation is severely limited.
Analysis ofminor andtraceconstituentsis seldom
done, and any such analysis would certainly be
suspect owing to the likelihood of contamination
from drilling fluids, hardware, or containment
vessels.
Using several thousand chemical analyses
from the Palo Duro andDalhart Basins,we have
deleted those for which (1) dilution with drilling
fluid is suspected, (2) information indicates that
thebrineoriginated fromaproductionor injection
well in an enhanced recovery process, (3) either
depth or location data are unavailable,or (4) the
tested formation is unrelated to this study. The
remaining data aresubject to three typesof error:
(1) collection procedure, (2) sample preservation,
and (3) analytical procedure.
Chemical compositions of formation brines
historically havebeen found tohavelimited useby
the petroleumindustry.Theindustryrequiresonly
approximate information onbrine composition to
calibrate geophysical logs, to evaluate fluid
compatibilities, to evaluate scaling andcorrosion,
and to make gross correlations of hydraulic
connection in reservoirs.Consequently,sampling
and preservation techniquesgenerallyhavebeen
commensurate with the intended use of the data,
and the resulting values frequently are ill-suited
for analysis of the geochemistry of a system.
Substantial outgassing of volatiles will occur
as the fluid isbrought to thesurface and exposed
to atmospheric conditions, unless special pre-
cautions are taken to preventit.Our investigation
indicates that formation brines in the region
exhibit CO2 partial pressures (Pco2)significantly
higher than atmospheric pressure (fig. 9). The
consequences of this are outgassing of CO2 from
the brine before analysis, elevation in pH, and
possibly the precipitation of carbonate minerals
in the sample container, as discussed in a sub-
sequent section. The oxidation state of the
sample will obviously be altered with the loss of
H2S or the exposure to atmospheric oxygen.It is
occasionallynoted on reports of analyses that the
samples appearrusty;thisismost likelycausedby
ferrous iron oxidation and precipitation of
hydrated ferric hydroxidesin the samplebottle.
The composition of a brine generally is
determined in a laboratory operated by the
drilling company or in a commercial laboratory.
Results are seldom presented with tabulated
cation and anion balances. In addition, our
computations reveal that manyanalysesbalance
exactly, indicating that one or more constituents
are determinedby difference. Ofthe121analytical
results selected as acceptable for further
interpretive work, few include more than major
constituents (Na,X, Ca,Mg,HCO3,SO4,and Cl).
Moreover, the sodium value commonly represents
the sum of both potassium and sodium. Tem-
perature, pH, and a few minor components
(H2S, Sr, Br, andSi) rarely are included. Thedata
selected for this studyare included inappendixB.
We tried to locate brine-producing petroleum
wells within the Palo Duro Basin so that the
results of complete analyses of brines could be
presented in this study. Themajority of oil fields
are undergoing or have been subjected to some
form of enhanced oil recovery treatment (suchas
chemical treatments or water flooding through
reinjection). Such treatment is common in this
region because of naturally low formation
pressures.We concluded that successful sampling
of representative formation brine was highly
unlikely and that the availablebrine compositions
obtained during wildcat exploration programs
would be the most useful.
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Well density within the basin is extremely
sparse. Consequently, few chemical data are
available from the central basin area; most are
from marginal areas. A location map shows field
location and brine-sample sources (fig. 9).
Geophysical Dataand
Regional Salinity
Geologists at the BEG used more than 5,000
geophysical logs to interpret the stratigraphic
sequences in the Palo Duro and Dalhart Basins
(Button and others,1979; Gustavson and others,
1980b). Electric logs are particularly useful for
lithologic correlation,and spontaneouspotential
(SP)logsadditionally maybeused asanindicator
of fluid resistivity (Keys and MacCary, 1971;
Schlumberger,1972). Resistivity of the formation
water is measuredrelative to theresistivity of the
borehole fluid, then converted to an equivalent
resistivity (or salinity) of a sodium chloride
solution. According to KeysandMacCary(1971),
at least three assumptions must hold: (1) both
fluids must be dominantly sodium chloride;
(2) shales must be treated as ideal membranes;
and (3) formation fluid andmatrix shouldhave a
lower resistivity than borehole fluid.If these con-
straints are satisfied, then the following relation
maybe used:
SP = -X log(Rm/Rw)
SP = deflection inSP log(mV)
X = 60 + 0.133 T
T = temperature at the formation depth (°F)
Rm = resistivity of the borehole fluid (ohm-m)
Rw = resistivity of the formation water (ohm-m)
Brinesfrom thePaloDuroBasinappeartomeet
the above criteria. Information about drilling
fluids tested at the well is givenin theheader of
each log chart. Spontaneous potential logs from
Wolfcamp carbonates orgranite-wash facies that
satisfied the prerequisites of the method were
selected for computation. Resistivities (or
salinities) were computed andthe values converted
to TDS as sodium chloride (g/L), then plotted
on isopach maps ofboth Wolfcamp and granite-
wash facies (figs. 10 and 11). Formation factors
and computed salinities used in those figures
are tabulated in appendix C. For comparison,
thevaluesofdissolvedsolids fromactualchemical
analyses are also included on the map, and a
reasonablesimilarity is apparent.Themaps indi-
cate thatthereislittleneedtocorrect thefresh-water
head map for salinity difference (fig. 6), owing
to the rather uniform salinity across the Palo
Duro Basin. Inthe Anadarko Basin north of the
Amarillo Uplift,higher salinities exist.Thisanom-
aly may be explained by the relative hydrau-
lic isolation and long residence times.Hydraulic
isolation is evidencedby overpressure inthe deep
Anadarko Basineast of the mapped area.
Geochemical Constraints on the Brine Environment
Defining Reactions and Chemical Composition
Brines produced from Upper Pennsylvanian
and Lower Permian formations in thePalo Duro
Basin appear to be part of a continuous system,
moving eastward under a gradient of less than
6.3 ft/mi (2 m/km). Lithostratigraphy below the
evaporites in this basin is dominated by car-
bonates (limestone, micritic limestone, dolomite)
and substantial intertonguedarkosic clastic facies.
Becauseof the regionalnatureofbrine migration,
the lateral continuity of carbonate facies, and
the long residence and reaction times, it might
be expected that the brine composition would re-
flect the composition of the host rock. Dissolved
solids values from chemical determinations and
geophysical data are similar; however,we know
less about regional variations of individual
concentrations.
Typical of sedimentary basins, brine com-
position is dominated by sodium chloride, and
salinity is several times that of seawater. A
number of mechanisms have been proposed to
describe theevolutionofbrines,suchasmembrane
filtration,dissolutionof evaporites,ormixingwith
metamorphic or magmatic waters (Berry, 1958;
White, 1965; Hanshaw and Bredehoeft,1968a, b;
Carpenter, 1978). Development of salinity in this
basin is probably related to the presence of
evaporites. Of incidental note is the absence of
post-Paleozoicmagmatic activity within the basin
16
Figure 9. Location mapshowing (1) thePco2 ofoil andgas fields computed from analysesofgas samples (from
Moore,1976),and(2) thePco2 computedfrom analyticalresultsobtained frombrine inwildcat andproductionwells.
Thedistributionofoilandgasfields intheDalhartandPaloDuro Basins isderived fromBest (1961),Johnson (1976),
Birsa (1977), Panhandle GeologicalSociety (1961),Petroleum Information Corporation(1980), and the map files
locatedat theTexasRailroad Commission. Structureinformation from A. Goldstein(writtencommunication,1981).
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Figure10. Contour lines showingcarbonate isolithsfor the Wolfcampian-agesectionof thedeep-basinbrineaquifer
(from C.R.Handford, written communication,1981).Datapointsindicate totaldissolvedsolids (g/L)fromchemical
analyses of the brines (see underlined data, this figure, which are from appendixB, table B-l)or computedfrom
spontaneouspotentiallogs (seeappendixC, table C-l).Structure data arefrom A.Goldstein (writtencommunication,
1981).
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Figure 11. Contour lines showingisopachous map ofgranitewash in the deep-basinbrine aquifer (fromDutton,
1982).Datapointsindicate totaldissolvedsolids (g/L)from chemicalanalysesofthe brines (seeunderlined data, this
figure,whicharefrom appendixB, tableB-l)orcomputedfrom spontaneouspotentiallogs(seeappendixC, tableC-2).
Structure dataare from A. Goldstein (writtencommunication,1981).
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and the absence of membrane effects in any
detected chemical or head gradients. Mudstones
and shales required for membrane filtration are
volumetrically of little significance in this basin,
which is dominated by chemical precipitates
(evaporites), coarse-grained siliciclastic sedi-
ments, and carbonates.
Carpenter (1978) suggested that, in sedi-
mentary basins, brine compositions greater than
100,000 mg/L TDS are influenced by evaporite
dissolution.The deep formations inthe Palo Duro
and Dalhart Basins have been overlain by
evaporites since Late Permian time. Atpresent,
the hydraulic head declines with depth through
the evaporite section below the topographically
elevated Southern High Plains, and any fluid
migrating through this section wouldbesaturated
with sodium chloride. Upon discharge from the
evaporites, this fluid would mix withbrinesinthe
Wolfcamp carbonates (fig.5). Permeability of the
evaporitesis extremelylow(table 1);consequently,
flux through this section must be low. Although
some mixingwith waters leakingdownward from
evaporite lithologies has surely occurred, a more
reasonable source of the salinity would be from
dissolution occurring earlier in the flow history
andoriginating relativelynear therecharge areas
to the west (figs.5 and 8).
Ancient salt dissolution zones (originating as
earlyas theTriassic)havebeenidentifiednearthe
margins of the basin (Gustavson and others,
1980a). Regional hydraulic gradients during the
Triassic are uncertain; however, the Panhandle
area was still a topographic low,as evidenced by
convergence of sediments from surrounding
fluvial to lacustrine sources (McGowenandothers,
1980).
During the Late Cretaceous, the Panhandle
area was still at or below sea level, and broad
carbonate platforms covered the Triassic basin
fill. Marine regression accompaniedby Laramide
tectonism (Late Cretaceous to Paleocene)inNew
Mexico most likely initiated theambient regional
eastward topographic and hydraulic gradients.
Fluids migrating through the deep basin may
haveentered the systemprimarily inNewMexico.
Owing to the extreme anisotropybetween vertical
permeability in the evaporites and horizontal
permeability in the carbonates (a ratio of l:106),
most recharge may come from areas where
outcropping aquifers are juxtaposed with updip
limits of evaporite beds undergoing dissolution.
If hydraulic gradients shown in figure 6 have
remained unchanged since the Late Cretaceous,
and if permeability and porosity of 2.0 md and
0.5 percent can be considered average for the
carbonates (Bentley, 1981), then the fluid from
western recharge areas could replace the basinal
brines incycles of about one million years.After
theLaramide Orogeny, theentiremass of fluidin
Wolfcampian agestrata fromoutcropto thebasin
center may have been displaced more than 60
times. Any residual brine from the sabkha
deposits would have been displaced early in the
development of the regional flow regime. Brines
present today in the carbonate rocks and sand-
stones cannot be connate water. Original fluids
have been driven out by the regional flow, and
the character of the brines is dominated by
dissolution of evaporites early in the flow path
andby subsequent modification in transit.
Compositions of both Wolfcamp carbonate
(fig. 12) and Pennsylvanian-Permian granite-
washbrines (fig.13)havebeen plottedontrilinear
diagrams. A prominent feature of the pattern is
thepredominance of sodium chloride. Of the 121
values plotted for Wolfcamp samples, most are
aligned along a rayemerging from the Na apex,
which indicates a common Mg/Caratio.
The slope of the salinity ray of fluids in
carbonates (fig. 12) corresponds to a higher
Mg/Caratio thanthat of fluids inelastics (fig.13),
suggesting thatbrines in thegranite-wash facies
are depleted in magnesium or that the calcium
content has beenelevated. The sulfate concentra-
tion in granite-wash brines is also significantly
lower thaninWolfcamp carbonates,commonlyby
two orders ofmagnitude.It was noted eveninthe
earliestproductionreports that fields developedin
granite wash,particularly north of theAmarillo
Mountains, produce hydrogen sulfide. Sulfate
reduction withcontinued dissolution ofanhydrite
would ineffect elevate calciumand depletesulfate
concentrations.
The data to determine themost likelysourceof
calcium are presently unavailable. It is possible
that albitization of intermediate plagioclases in
the sandstonesand granite washesiscontributing
substantial calcium to the system.Themechanism
willbe investigatedindetail whennew core holes
are completed in the basin. Brine samples willbe
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Figure12. Trilinear diagramillustratingthecompositionalvariationofbrinesamplesfrom thePermian Wolfcamp
carbonate aquifer.
collected for chemical analysis,and petrographic
examination of siliciclastics may provide evi-
dence of albitization if the processis active.
Toidentify the thermodynamic constraints on
brine compositions, we used a computer model,
AQ/SALT, which was designed specifically for
application to brines. AQ/SALT computes the
activity coefficients for components in the brine
using the results of analyzed concentrations and
then determines the reaction state of the brine
withrespect to manycommonminerals inthehost
rock (Barnes and Clarke, 1980) (see p. 23 for
further discussion). Granite-wash and Wolfcamp
carbonate brines were computer-processed
separately; the saturation states with respect to
haliteand anhydrite areillustrated in figures 14
and 15. Wolfcamp carbonate brines cluster
relatively near equilibrium with anhydrite and
show a significant degreeofundersaturationwith
respect to halite. In contrast, the deeper granite-
wash values appear to be shifted away from
saturation withanhydrite,most likelyinresponse
to sulfate reduction. In addition to the original
calibration with solubility data that the model
received during development, a test of the
accuracy of the model is provided with the two
samples. Samples 1 and 2 were collected from
Bristol Dry Lake, California,a continental sab-
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Figure13. Trilinear diagramillustratingthecompositionalvariation of brine samples from the Pennsylvanian-
Permian granite-washfades.
kha in which both halite and anhydrite are
precipitating.These twobrine analysesplotat the
point of simultaneous equilibrium withhalite and
anhydrite (see samples1and 2,plottedon figs. 14
and 15).
If the source of sodium and chloride is
dissolution of halite early in the flow path or
mixing with fluids leaking from the overlying
evaporite section, then the ratio of sodium to
chloride (mg/L) should be very near the theo-
retical value of 0.65. Ratios for both brine types
are indicating some perturbation from the ideal
value(figs.16 and17).Asmightbeexpected,Wolf-
camp carbonate brines,which are shallower and
occur adjacent to the evaporite facies, have
compositions thatare onlyslightlyoffset from the
theoreticalratio, whereas thecompositional shift
for granite-wash brines is more pronounced,
probably asaresultofionexchange.Even though
the clastic sediments are of marine origin and
contain large amounts of exchangeable sodium
from equilibrium with seawater, the elevated
sodium in these deep basinal brines will continue
to drive calcium and magnesium from the clay.
Exchange consequently depletes sodium relative
to chloride. The sandstone and granite-wash
facies are significantly rich in clay minerals,
providing substantial ion exchangecapacity.
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Figure 14. Saturation stateof brine samples from thegranite-washfades ascomputedwith AQ/SALT. Thearrow
indicates the suspected direction of movementaway from the anhydritephase boundarywith continued sulfate
reduction. However, this is not intended as a quantitativepredictionof the actual reactionpath.
The potassium content of brines in the Palo
Duro Basin is not accurately known;potassium
usually is reported as sodium. The close
association of Palo Duro brines with evaporite
facies suggests that some of the aberrations in
brine composition might reflect the dissolutionof
minerals other thanthecommonevaporitephases
of halite,anhydrite,and dolomite.Unfortunately,
there are no known occurrences of any late-stage
evaporiteminerals in theTexasPanhandle.None
were identified in petrographic (Handford and
others, in preparation) and X-ray diffraction
23
Figure15. Saturation state ofbrine samples from Wolfcamp carbonate fades as computed with AQ/SALT.
(Bassett and Palmer, 1981) studies of 7,700 ft
(2,369 m) of continuous core through the salt-
bearing section. Potash hasnot beenreported in
the Palo Duro or DalhartBasins;however,potash
ismined inNew Mexico in the southwestern part
of thePermian Basin where theextent ofPermian






solutions. The fundamental expressionby Debye
and Hiickel (1923) and subsequent extensions
24
Figure16. Sodium to chloride ratioingranite-washfades shiftingawayfrom that typicalof halite dissolution,
followedby ionexchange.Arrow isincludedtoindicate suspectedshift,butisnotintended asaquantitativeprediction
of actual reaction path.
havenot performedadequately in the evaluation
of concentratedbrines, or in the investigation of
solubilities ofhighly solubleminerals. Thelack of
an accurate mathematical model of short-range
interionic forces in the computation of potentials
apparently has been a major source of the
deviation from experimentally obtained data.
Pitzer (1979), Scatchard (1968), and others have
developed a rigorous and comprehensive theory
for electrolyte solutions thatcanbe approximated
by a series of semiempirical equations. The
equations, although somewhat cumbersome,
especially for mixed electrolyte systems, canbe
quickly processedby the computer.
A rigorous test of Pitzer's (1979) equations to
model mineral solubilities hasbeen conductedby
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Figure17. Sodium to chloride ratioinbrine samplesfrom Wolfcampcarbonates. Salinityis derivedprimarilyfrom
the overlyingevaporitesand from evaporitedissolution early in the flow path. Arrows are included to indicate
suspected shift,but arenot intended as a quantitativepredictionof the actual reactionpath.
Harvie andWeare (1980). Theirresultsagreedwith
publishedsolubility data.Harvieandothers (1980)
usedfree energyminimization to compute mineral
sequences observed in the Permian Zechstein
evaporites.
Thecomputermodel AQ/SALThasbeen devel-
oped for applications in studies of radioactive
waste disposal and the geochemistry of deep
formation brines. The model employs the
computationally more appropriate revision of
Pitzer's equations by Harvie and Weare (1980).
The model, discussed in more detail elsewhere
(Bassett and Griffin, in preparation), will be
onlybrieflymentionedhere. AQ/SALT is a table-
driven program that can accommodate any
number of species and can be readily expanded
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as new data and equation parameters become
available. The model computes activity coef-
ficients, activities of ions, and the activity of
water. Temperature dependence is available for
only a few species; however, additional param-
eterization and expansionis inprogress.
By comparing calculated activity products
with thermodynamic equilibrium constants, the
reaction state of a brine with respect to the
minerals of interest canbedetermined.Themodel
prints out the possible phase assemblages and
determines whether they are stable or have the
potential to dissolve in the brine.
At present,dataare insufficient forapplication
ofPitzer's equations to carbonate speciesinbrines.
The approach we used was to interface AQ/SALT
and an ion-pairingmodel, SOLMNEQ (Kharaka
and Barnes, 1973), for the carbonate speciation.
The extended Debye-Huckel expression used in
SOLMNEQ contains a deviation parameter
obtained empirically from solutions containing
sodiumand chlorideas thedominant species.This
parameter is useful in the high-salinity brines
foundin thePaloDuroBasin.AQ/SALThasbeen
calibratedwithsolubility data andseems to fit the
dataclosely. SOLMNEQ was therefore only used
to calculate carbonate species.Allother activities
are more precisely defined by AQ/SALT.
Mass Transfer in the Carbonate System
The reaction state of Wolfcamp carbonate
brines was computed with SOLMNEQ and
AQ/SALT using the results of 121 analyses.
Subsurface temperatures were calculatedusingan
average geothermal gradient for the basin of
0.611°C/100 ft (Dutton, 1980). Depth was
computed to the midpoint of the reported packer
depths. All analyses were received in units of
mg/L; consequently, a density correction was
required to convert tounits ofmolality.Densityis
computedassuming thatbrine weight is equal to
the same equivalents of sodium chloride. Of the
121 Wolfcamp carbonate analyses, only 91had a
reported pH value; for the initial computations,
only these analyses wereprocessed.
Given the previous assumptions, the models
indicate that almost all Wolfcamp carbonate
brines are supersaturated with respect to calcite
(fig. 18) and dolomite (fig. 19). Handford (1980)
identified dolomite and low-porosity limestonein
Lower Permiancarbonate shelf and shelf-margin
facies onthebasis ofsampleandgeophysicallogs.
The dolomite and limestone contact is regionally
discordant,displayinganon-stratal,cross-cutting
relationship that suggests shallow and early
diagenesis(Handford,1980).Without coresamples
for petrographic or stable isotope analyses, a
reconstruction of the diagenetic sequence in the
carbonate rocks is inconclusive. Porosity,
according to SP logs, correlates well with the
distribution of dolomite identified on sample
logs; consequently, a common mechanism is
probablyresponsible.Except for theshelf-margin
dolomite, most dolomitization was focused along
the facies boundary between the Wolfcamp car-
bonate strata and the overlying sabkha-margin
anhydritic dolomites. It is likely that as the
coastal sabkha environment encroached on the
region, magnesium-rich brines formed in areas
of evaporation circulated through the buried
marine-shelf carbonates.
Dolomite should not be stable in its present
environment, even though the brines appear
supersaturated (fig. 19). Magnesium to calcium
ratios (mg/L) are generally low (<0.3), and
salinity is elevated. Magnesium to calcium ratios
near 0.5, consistently noted in ground water
elsewhere, have been interpreted as represen-
tative of the stable two-phase equilibrium
between calcite and dolomite at 25°C(Folk and
Land,1975). Dolomitization appears to have been
an early process, resulting in local rather than
pervasive distribution, and it is unlikely that
present-day brines are responsible for continued
dolomitization in the basin. Consequently,calcite
solubility may be the predominant factor in
determining carbonate mass transfer inthisbrine
system.
Outgassing of carbon dioxide at the surface
duringsample collection isundoubtedly thecause
of the apparent supersaturation with respect to
carbonate minerals. Two approaches were taken
to estimate the in situpartial pressure of carbon
dioxide (Pco2) and to determine if calcite was in
equilibrium with thebrine.Thefirstapproachwas
to seek an analogy betweeninsitubrinePco2 and
the Pco2 in natural gas from nearby producing
fields. Second, a mass transfer approach was
used, requiring a computer equilibrium model to
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Figure18. Saturation states computed with AQ/SALTandSOLMNEQfor Wolfcampcarbonate brines, theeffect
ofoutgassingof CO2, and the oxidationof dissolvediron. Circled data points representcompositions offluid from
Sherman County.
simulate the stepwise addition of CO2 back
into the sample. The variation in speciation was
monitored along the reaction path, and a newin
situ pH and Pco2 were computed at the calcite
phaseboundary.
The Bureau of Mines (U.S. Department of
Interior) surveyed worldwide helium potential
from 1917 to 1974 by analyzing natural gas
samples from 37 states and 23 foreign countries.
Numerous oil and gas fields from the Texas
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Figure 19. Saturation stateof Wolfcampcarbonate brine withrespecttodolomite as computedwithAQ/SALTand
SOLMNEQ.
Panhandle were included in this study (Moore,
1976). Data on wellhead pressures, depth, and
mole percent CO2 from Moore (1976) were used to
compute a field Pco2 (atm). Even though sub-
stantial variation in wellhead pressures exists
among the producing fields, the Pco2 across the
region is definedwithin arelativelynarrow range
(fig. 20). Without stable isotope data, we assume
that the CO2 is derived from within the basin
duringhydrocarbonmaturation. Thefields are too
deep to be associated with biogenic methane
(Hunt,1979),and thereis certainly no evidenceof
carbonate decomposition attending volcanic
intrusion. It seems doubtful that CO2 pressures
would be so uniform across the basin (figs. 9 and
20) were there not somebufferingmechanism.We
29
Figure 20. Distributionof CO2partialpressure inoilandgas fields in thePaloDuro andDalhart Basins.Also
shown is thedistribution of logPco2computed with (a) the reportedpHand (b) the computedpHat thecalcitephase
boundary.
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Table 2. Chemical composition(mg/L) and computed equilibriumconditions for brine samples
within the Palo Duro and Dalhart Basins. "Initial Conditions" connotes the analytical values
obtained from industry, including the reportedpH. The columns under "Calcite Equilibrium"
contain the computed pH, Pco2,and slope for the same brines at the calcite phase
boundaryowing to the simulatedadditionof CO2 to the sample. The saturationindex (SI) is for
calcite.
suggest that the brines and the carbonate host
rocks are in equilibrium, and the Pco2 is
constrained to follow the calcite phaseboundary,
as discussed herein. Results of brine analyses
were processedin twostages:(1) analysesof data
from the Palo Duro and Dalhart Basins and
(2) analyses of data from the entire Panhandle
region. The somewhat arbitrary division is
intended to distinguish brines not obviously
related to hydrocarbon production from the
extremelyproductive Panhandle oil and gas field
and adjacent fields.
Of the 121 analyses of brines from Wolfcamp
carbonate strata, only 16 samples are from the
Palo Duro and Dalhart Basins. These data are
tabulated (table 2) for comparison,andacomplete
list of all analyses is given in appendix C; the
saturation indices are shown in figure 21.
Significantly, aplot of calcite saturation index
againstpHindicatesastrongcorrelationtowarda
slope of unity in both the Palo Duro Basinand
all Wolfcamp carbonate samples (figs. 18 and 21).
The stepwise addition of CO2 to the solution with
recalculation of pH, speciation, and saturation
state moves the computed saturation toward the
calcite phase boundary but retains this slope
of1.Slopes ofreactionpaths for eachbrinesample
illustratedin figure21 aregivenin table 2;allbut
two conform essentially to the same slope.
The addition of CO2 to the initial brine
composition increases total carbon but does not
affect alkalinity. Consequently,theneteffect is an
increase incarbonic acid,aloweringof pH,anda
redistribution of the carbonate speciesas well as
any otherpH-dependentcomplexesandionpairs.
The reaction path depends on temperature,
pressure, ionic strength, pH, and total solution
composition. The model computes the reaction
state of the brine attheinsitu temperature, which
remains constant.Pressureeffects are assumed to
be negligible at these depths, and composition of
the total solution is constant except for the CO2
increase, which enters the mass balance as in-
creasing total carbon. lonic strength will alter
slightly because of the redistribution of charge
amongspecies.
The change in the saturation state withpHis
simply thederivative of theactivityproductminus
the equilibrium constant with pH at constant
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Hockley 1 3,823 5.80 0.56 0.95
Hockley 2 4,687 5.80 0.43 0.99
Hockley 3 1,840 5.70 1.28 0.97






80,271 992 187 140,729 365 7.31 1.23 6.00 0.15 0.94
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Figure 21. Computedsaturationstates for brines within thePalo Duro andDalhartBasins using the reportedpH
values. For identification of data points,see table 2.
/a (log lap-logKeq)\ _(% log lap\
\ 3~pH /T, P \ 3PH A, P
Inserting the activity product for calcite,
/3loglap\ /3 log (a Ca2+- a Co32-)\
\ 3 PH /t,p"\ 3~pH /TiP
/ 3 iog (YCaE+ - m Ca2+ " 32" " mCO32"A
V 3~pH /T, P
lonic strength changesarenegligible,temperature
and solution composition remain constant, and
the change inionpairing withpHover the range
of interest does not alter the concentration of
free calcium significantly. Consequently,
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Table 3. Compositionsofhypotheticalbrine inequilibriumwithcalcite
for computationsofchangesin thesaturationstatewithCO2 outgassing
(see fig. 22).
/3 log lap\ /3 log mco32"\
V 3PH /T,p" \ 3^ /T, P
( d log iap) ~- 1 0V 3PH /T,P
In saline waters,ionpairingofnormallymore
weakly associated species lowers the activity of
free ions,andthereductionoffree waterrelativeto
thebound waterofhydration tends to elevate the
activity of all species. Theneteffect is arelatively
linear translation of the derivativeof the concen-
tration of the species with pH owing to the
reduction or increase in concentration. The
derivative of carbonate concentration withpHin
the range of interest (pH 6.0 to 8.5) is relatively
linear with a slope of 1.
Consider the theoretical behavior of simple
hypothetical brines with compositions given in
table 3. If the brines are initially in equilibrium
withcalcite, thecompositions wouldplotatpoints
A, A', and A" (fig. 22). Upon exposure to
atmospheric conditions,the computed saturation
index for calcite will follow the solid line as CO2
outgasses and the brine approaches equilibrium
with atmospheric Pco2 " Ifprecipitation of calcite
occurs, then the saturation index will decrease
with a slope equivalent to the dashed line as
acidity increases with deprotonation of bicar-
bonate.ThepHvaluesreportedbyindustryappear
to have been taken before calcite precipitation,
resulting in the linear alignment of computed
saturation indices witha slope of unity.
All Wolfcamp carbonate brine analyses from
the Panhandle were translated to thecalcitephase
boundary by CO2 addition. The equilibrium Pco2
over these solutions was compared with that of
natural gas reservoirs, and the
data are shown as histograms
(fig. 20). The computed PCo2 for
brines compares remarkably
well with the reservoirs,and the
values from within the basin
show no significant variation in
Pco2 distribution. This sim-
ilarity suggests that CO2 is
buffered by the carbonate host
rock and that the brines are in
equilibrium with calcite. The
linear distribution of computed
saturation states when plotted with pH also
indicates that the brines were inequilibrium but
that CO2 loss has occurred during sampling.
Data from Sherman County illustrate that
other processes may be active during sampling
(fig. 23). At least 30 percent of the samples are
undersaturated with respect to calcite, yet still
align themselves along theslope for CO2 loss.The
laboratorypersonnelanalyzingthesamplesnoted
that the brines appear"rusty"; andin general,a
value for ironconcentration is reported.If ferrous
ironis presentin these samples, whetherfrom the
formationbrineor corrpsionof thedrillpipe,itwill
oxidize on exposure toatmospheric02, thepHwill
drop,and "rusty"ironhydroxide willprecipitate.
This process will also alter pH without
affectingalkalinity; consequently,thederivatives
of saturation state with pHwill remain at unity,
but the lowered pHresults in the computation of
an undersaturated condition.
Conclusions
Regionalhydraulicgradients in the PaloDuro
andDalhart Basins indicate that the brines are
moving eastward.The evaporite section acts as a
low-permeability barrier above the transmissive
carbonate and granite-wash facies. Owing to the
elevated topography, the centralpart of thebasin
appears to be underpressured; however, the
horizontal head gradients are comparable to the
regional topographic slope.
The scarcity of oil and gas production in the
basins enhances theattractivenessof thesebasins
as potential nuclear waste repository sites;
mg/L
Brine T(°C) Na Ca 3: HCO3 pH Pco2(atm)
A 37.6 54,783 11,527 107,345 610 5.50 1.55
A 37.6 54,576 11,527 107,345 61 6.50 0.012
A 37.6 54,555 11,527 107,345 6 7.55 0.0001
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Figure 22. Theoretical behavior of the computed saturation index (SI) with respect to pHaccompanyingmass
transfer of CO2. Solid lines illustratepathof the SIwithout calcite precipitation,whereas dashedlines indicate the
reactionpath commensurate with calcite precipitationafter some degreeof saturation is attained.
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Figure 23. Computed saturation states for Wolfcamp carbonate brines from Sherman County, illustratingthe
effect of CO2 loss and ironoxidation.
however, thelack ofhydrocarbonresources results
inalack ofdataonthechemistryof thedeepbrines
and formation pressures.Available data indicate
regionalsimilarity insalinity, which is probably
derived from dissolution of evaporitesearlyin the
flow path. The basin system is hydraulically
contiguous and may have been through-flowing
since theearlyTertiary;consequently,asmanyas
50 to 60porevolumesmayhave flushed thebasins.
Recently developed computer programs were
useful in evaluating the brine reaction state.
Carbon dioxide loss and iron oxidation during
sampling have altered pH values of the brine;
however,areconstructionof insituPco2 indicates
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that the brines are inequilibrium with the calcite
in the carbonatehost rocks. Wolfcamp carbonate
brines appear tobe following theanhydritephase
boundary; however, the granite-wash brines are
not in equilibrium with anhydrite because of
sulfate reduction.
Future exploratory drilling will be essential
for properly collecting and preserving brine
samples and obtainingpressuremeasurements in
the most advantageous locations. It is encour-
aging that drill-stem-test pressuredata andbrine
analyses from wildcat exploration programsare
to some extent useful in interpreting the basin
characteristics.
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Appendix A:
Horner Plots forW lfcamp Carbonates
Wolfcamp Carbonates
The drill-stem-test charts received from oper-
ators in thePalo DuroBasinhavebeen analyzed
according to the Homer method (Homer, 1951).
Theequation described by Homer (equation 1) is
an approximationof anexactsolutionforpressure
changes ina single well in an infinite reservoir:
Pw =p0 -J-^ ln (t^t) (1)4tt kh Dt
where h= thickness of the testedinterval (ft)
k = averagepermeability (md)
Po = undisturbed formation pressure
(psi)
Pw = pressureat the wellbore (psi)
q = rate of production
qa = averagerate of production in the
previous flowingperiod(bbl/d)
to = length ofproduction time (hr)
Dt = elapsed time sincepressure build-
upbeganafter final production
period (hr)
ix = viscosity of the fluid (cp)
On conversion of equation 1to standardunits
employed by the petroleum industry the expres-
sionbecomes
D
_ 162.6 qa M to+ DtPw =Po i£— log —dF- (2)
A semilogplotof thepressuredata(Pw)against
log[(to + Dt)/Dt] shouldapproachastraight line
after theearlyproductioneffects havediminished.
Theslope(m) of thestraight-linepart ofthisplotis
computedas
A Pw
m ~ cycle of log (to +Dt)/Dt (3)




Extrapolation of the straight line according to
equation5
. to+Dtlog "IT = ° (5)
will yield the estimated undisturbed formation
pressure where Pw equalsPo.
TheHomer plotsshown in figuresAl through
Al9 summarize the available data for drill-stem
tests in the Wolfcamp carbonates. Slope (m),
correlation coefficient (r), number of points used
for the extrapolation (n), and the extrapolated
formationpressures (Piand Pf) are tabulated for
theinitialshut-inpressure(ISIP) andfinalshut-in
pressure test (FSIP), respectively. Equivalent
fresh-water heads (Hisip, Hfsip) have been
computed for each extrapolated undisturbed
formationpressure (Po)bydividingby0.433psi/ft
and correcting for elevation. Permeability was
determined from equation 4 using the data from
theHomerplot andinformationprovided withthe

























Table A-l. Hydraulic parameters derived from an analysis of drill-stem-test charts using the Horner method (1951). Theselected permeability and hydraulic values are underscored in the table.
f The head values appear to be anomalously high compared with surrounding values; however, the test appears acceptablemechanically.tttL- = lower, M. = mid, U. = upper, Is. = limestone, dol. = dolomite, por. = porous, si. = slightly, T. = top, Wfc. = Wolfcamp,calc. = calcareous, sabk. = sabkha may have influenced dolomitization, Perm. = Pennsylvanian, an. = anhydritic.* no log information "no sample log ***build-up test reached formation pressure; permeability cannot be computed;consequently an illustration of the data is not provided on the following pages.ft A
1,000-psi difference between ISIP and FSIP is not explainable at this time; the higher value is selected.—only one shut-in period.
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Appendix B:
Chemical Compositionof Formati n Brines
Chemical Composition
_ of Formation Brines _
The chemical compositions of brines listed in
the following tables wereobtainedfrom either the
Petroleum Data System Brine file at the Uni-
versityof Oklahomaor frompetroleumcompanies
that forwarded these analyses to us along with
additional information on drill-stem tests
conducted in the Palo Duro Basin. None of the
brines were collected or analyzed by the BEG;
consequently, only standard industryprocedures
were employed during their collection.
Substantial outgassing of CO2 has undoubt-
edly occurred duringsampling(seetext);thus,the
reportedpHis,ingeneral,toohigh.As aresult,the
brines all compute to be supersaturated with
respect tocalcite.A computer simulationprogram
was used to compute a new pH for Wolfcamp
brines, which represents the most likely in situ
partial pressure of CO2 at the calcite phase
boundary. We suggest that thiscomputed value is
representative of the brine pH in the formation,
and consequently we list this value with the
analyses in the following tables as "pHc." The
constraintsonthebrine chemistry ofgranite-wash
aquifers are less clear. Therefore, the computed
values for pH are not listed, pending further
investigation. Hydrologic test wells currently
being drilled will provide the first brine samples
collected by the BEG from the Permian and
Pennsylvaniangranite-wash aquifers.
The wells from which these samples were
collected can be located by comparing the
underlined TDS values on figures 10 and11 with
those listed in table B-l. Temperatures are
computedusing the averagegeothermalgradient
for the region(0.611°C/100 ft).




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Theprocedureemployed to compute salinity is
essentially the same as outlined bySchlumberger
(1972). The general formula is
SSP = -Klog|SfRw
where SSP = static spontaneous potential,
read directly from logs
X = coefficient proportional to the
absolute temperature
Rmf = resistivity of the mud filtrate
Rw = resistivity of the formation water
A static spontaneous potential (SSP) was
determinedfor everyspontaneouspotential(SP)log
available in the Wolfcamp carbonate and the
Permian-Pennsylvanian granite-wash sections
(tables C-l and C-2). The resistivity of the mud,
bottom-hole temperature, and measurement
temperature are allgivenas headerinformation on
each log chart. Resistivity is converted to the
appropriate temperature using the procedure
described by Schlumberger (1972) and usedin the
above equation to compute the resistivity of the
formation brine. Finally an equivalent NaCl
concentration is determined from the computed
resistivity of the formation water.
Such a technique is at best an approximation
employed in the absence of actual chemical
analyses. Errors mayoccur in fieldmeasurements,
in log interpretation, and in the assumptions
inherent in the charts employed. We suspect that
the most significant error in these computations
results from our assumption that the mud and
formation brines are unaffected by the presenceof
divalent cations, such as calcium andmagnesium.
Correction factors areavailable;however,owing to
thelack of information concerning thecomposition
of brines and the mud filtrate,it was decided that
such corrections were unjustified. The computed
values for salinity are all significantly below
saturation with respect tohalite,andthe correction
factors have the effect of lowering the estimated
salinity values. One concern in the radioactive
wastedisposalprogram is whether the brineshave
the potential to dissolve halite in the overlying
evaporite section. Consequently,wehave chosento
err on the side of conservatism by converting
formation water resistivities to equivalent NaCl
solutions. These estimatesindicate thatthebrineis
indeedundersaturated,evenusing thisconservative
assumption, and would be even more under-
saturated if corrections for divalent cations were
applied.A tabulation ofhalitesolubility withtem-










Table C-l. Estimates of TDS (salinity) in the Wolfcamp deep-basin aquifer
obtained from analysisof spontaneouspotentiallogs.
Interval
County, considered SP T Rmf Rw Estimated TDS



































































County, considered SP T Rmf Rw EstimatedTDS
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Table C-2. Estimates of TDS (salinity) in the granite-wash deep-basin aquifer






























































































































































































County, considered SP T Rmf Rw Estimated TDS









































































































































County, considered SP T Rmf Rw EstimatedTDS



































































Deaf Smith 13 8,605-8,635































































































































































































































































County, considered SP T Rmf Rw Estimated TDS
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County, considered SP T Rmf Rw Estimated TDS
logno. (ft) (mV) (°F) (ohm-m) (ohm-m) (ppm)asNaCl
Ochiltree 46
Ochiltree 47
Ochiltree 49
Ochiltree 55
Ochiltree 56
Ochiltree 59
Oldham 8
Oldham 24
Oldham 36
Oldham 49
Parmer1
Partner 9
Potter 12
Potter14
Potter 27
Potter 43
Randall 13
Randall 14
Randall 22
Randall 23
Roberts 1
Roberts 5
Roberts 6
Roberts 11
Roberts 25
Roberts 27
Roberts 32
Roberts 34
Roberts 38
Sherman1
Sherman 4
Sherman 8
Sherman 14
Sherman 16
Sherman 17
Sherman 26
Sherman 27
Sherman 49
Sherman 50
Sherman 59
Swisher 3
Swisher 4
Wheeler 1
Wheeler 2
Wheeler 4
Wheeler 17
6,350-6,440
6,000-6,100
5,780-5,930
6,085-6,180
6,280-6,360
6,335-6,460
6,800
5,480-5,510
6,280-6,370
7,560-7,620
8,570-8,750
8,450-8,490
6,370-6,420
5,710-5,720
5,500
6,925-6,940
7,505-7,525
7,200
8,200
7,705-7,770
5,300-5,500
6,050-6,170
6,090-6,120
6,400-6,450
7,500-7,560
6,010-6,040
8,670-8,690
8,380-8,450
8,570-8,710
4,675-4,725
4,920-4,930
5,995-6,020
5,790-5,805
4,400
4,220-4,270
4,380-4,430
4,600
5,820-5,840
5,200
6,000
7,580-7,600
8,425-8,450
8,730-8,780
7,900-7,970
9,200
9,100
120
125
120
100
120
120
125
100
120
95
95
120
70
70
100
115
135
130
110
115
65
110
110
90
120
150
110
120
120
100
120
102
110
110
140
130
90
105
115
120
120
125
160
155
130
140
130
127
124
127
130
130
135
125
130
143
155
153
128
123
125
141
148
139
150
150
126
132
132
136
148
131
160
158
160
112
114
126
124
108
107
108
111
124
117
126
148
153
161
152
161
160
0.43
0.43
0.53
0.3
0.4
0.43
0.36
0.47
0.34
0.27
0.24
0.45
0.29
0.21
0.46
0.35
0.35
0.47
0.26
0.25
0.13
0.44
0.27
0.36
0.4
0.25
0.27
0.32
0.24
0.41
0.45
0.39
0.24
0.59
0.65
0.49
0.26
0.36
0.36
0.39
0.27
0.42
0.4
0.62
0.32
0.39
0.03
0.029
0.033
0.032
0.028
0.03
0.036
0.042
0.027
0.03
0.028
0.028
0.06
0.046
0.041
0.027
0.024
0.027
0.025
0.025
0.036
0.033
0.028
0.034
0.025
0.022
0.025
0.024
0.024
0.036
0.032
0.035
0.028
0.032
0.03
0.034
0.037
0.031
0.032
0.027
0.024
0.026
0.018
0.022
0.021
0.022
170,000
180,000
160,000
160,000
180,000
170,000
130,000
120,000
200,000
150,000
150,000
150,000
70,000
100,000
120,000
180,000
200,000
180,000
180,000
180,000
140,000
150,000
180,000
140,000
180,000
300,000+
170,000
180,000
180,000
160,000
180,000
150,000
200,000
200,000
240,000
180,000
160,000
170,000
180,000
200,000
190,000
170,000
300,000
220,000
220,000
200,000
Wheeler 20
Wheeler 23
Wheeler 31
Wheeler 35
Wheeler 40
Wheeler 41
Wheeler 45
Wheeler 54
Wheeler 55
8,900
9,985-10,020
8,300
6,390-6,430
6,900
6,300
6,900
5,700-5,730
7,450-7,490
130
108
100
90
125
115
105
120
110
158
175
151
136
136
129
136
128
147
0.43
0.12
0.25
0.25
0.5
0.5
0.46
0.68
0.3
0.024
0.017
0.028
0.034
0.03
0.034
0.033
0.038
0.026
180,000
280,000
150,000
140,000
160,000
150,000
140,000
130,000
180,000
